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“I know I need to get my blood pressure down. I don’t want to end up on dialysis like my dad. But I just love my fast food.”

“I don’t mind the taste of fruits and vegetables; it’s just hard to remember to buy them and then eat them before they go bad.”

“I used to enjoy walking, but somehow I just got out of the habit when the weather changed.”

It’s no surprise to dietitians that people have mixed feelings about changing their eating and activity patterns. How can RDs help clients who are on the fence about change? They can list the many reasons that making the change will improve a client’s health, but that’s not likely to produce results or lifelong commitments.

Motivational interviewing (MI) is an ideal counseling style for assisting the most ambivalent clients.1 Instead of putting pressure on the client, MI supports client autonomy while at the same time inviting clients to reflect on their personal motivations for change. By putting the clients in the drivers’ seat, the RD makes them feel respected, in charge, empowered, and free to make choices that best align with their goals, values, and lifestyles.

If they don’t use MI, RDs may inadvertently squelch clients’ desire to change.1,2 From tantrum-throwing toddlers to rebellious teenagers, humans generally don’t like to be told what to do. Consider, for example, what might happen if the RD responded in an authoritarian style to the client’s remarks.

**Client:** I know I need to get my blood pressure down. I don’t want to end up on dialysis like my dad. But I just love my fast food.
**RD:** You really need to take a close look at your eating habits or you may have serious health consequences.

**Client:** I don’t mind the taste of fruits and vegetables; it’s just hard to remember to buy them and then eat them before they go bad.
**RD:** Yes, you’re wasting your money if you don’t eat them.
Client: I used to enjoy walking, but somehow I just got out of the habit when the weather changed.
RD: Well then, it should be easy to pick it back up again.

In each of these responses, the practitioner risks losing a connection with the client or, even worse, the client may begin defending the choice not to change. The client’s expressed resistance to change is often a result of the counselor’s communication style.³ If your aim is to enhance your client’s motivation to change, a gentler approach is needed to make the client feel respected, supported, and free to make health decisions.

This continuing education course provides an overview of MI in nutrition counseling, offering readers essential tools for enhancing client motivation. MI strategies are intermixed with sample dialogue to demonstrate application of techniques. Skill-building exercises are designed to help nutrition professionals develop proficiency in MI.

This course offers a starting point in MI training by providing an overview of the techniques as well as examples of how to apply these concepts in the dietetics setting. Training doesn’t stop here. In addition to didactic instructions, training programs typically include counseling videos, live demonstrations, group activities, partnered activities, and ongoing coaching/supervision. MI trainers and practitioners often report that gaining proficiency and competency in MI is a journey, not a destination.

The History of MI
According to motivationalinterviewing.org, MI is “a person-centered counseling style for addressing the common problem of ambivalence about change.” The founding fathers of MI, William R. Miller, PhD, and Stephen Rollnick, PhD, were addiction counselors in the 1980s who noticed that client openness vs defensiveness was a product of the therapeutic relationship. They began inviting their clients to voice personal reasons for change instead of telling their clients why they should change. They found this simple adjustment to their communication style resulted in improved client outcomes and wrote a book to describe these techniques in 1991.⁴ Since the ’90s, the technique has evolved and spread rapidly to other areas of health care, corrections, and education.⁵-⁷ Nearly 300 studies have been conducted on the use of MI in health behavior change since its inception in the 1980s.⁸

In the last few decades, substantial support has emerged for the use of MI in nutrition counseling.⁹-¹¹ In 2004, VanWormer and Boucher conducted a review of the literature to determine the efficacy of MI for diet modification. From the five studies that had been conducted at the time, they noted that participants receiving MI reduced energy from fat and sodium intake, and increased fruit and vegetable consumption.⁹

Since then, MI has become a primary counseling technique employed by dietitians everywhere. Researchers continue to assess the use of MI when working with clients in different life stages and from different ethnic groups with cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and weight concerns.¹²-¹⁷
Armstrong and colleagues confirmed the effectiveness of MI for counseling individuals with weight concerns when they conducted a meta-analysis of 11 randomly controlled trials in which MI was compared with a control group. In another review on MI in improving cardiovascular health, five studies were included in the systematic review with mixed results. While clients in the MI group made significant changes as a result of the counseling, changes did not differ significantly from the control groups for most of the studies. Researchers have also tested the use of MI in diabetes care. A multicenter randomized controlled trial of MI in teenagers with diabetes had promising results with mean A1c levels significantly lower in the MI group compared with the control group.

One key element in improving client outcomes is providing thorough MI training to practitioners, students, and interns. A systematic review of MI training published in 2009 included 27 studies of programs of various lengths that educated doctors, nurses, medical students, social workers, substance abuse and mental health practitioners, and dietitians. Trainings ranged from 20 minutes to several hours, days, or weeks. Overall, training results were favorable, with most programs increasing the participants' knowledge of MI, confidence in using MI, interest in learning more about MI, intention to use MI, and general MI skills. Many dietitians feel inadequately trained in MI, and beginning training at the didactic level can enhance MI knowledge and skills.

The total number of training hours needed to achieve MI proficiency in nutrition counseling is unknown. A two-day training resulted in improved skills and patient outcomes for two dietitians in New Zealand. In another study with 37 practicing dietitians, the one-half who received a three-day MI training displayed more empathy and change-focused statements than did dietitians who did not receive training.

In the last 30-plus years, MI research and practice have grown exponentially. What started out as an alternative counseling technique has grown into a mainstream communication style that has touched every area of patient care.

An Overview of MI
An MI counselor is compassionate and nonjudgmental, qualities displayed through the use of specific counseling techniques; this is known as the “spirit of MI.” Responses to clients are typically in the form of reflective listening, or paraphrasing, open-ended questions, and affirmations. At times, MI counselors may provide clients with information or behavior change strategies, but these insights are provided only with the clients’ consent and generally after exploring the clients’ readiness to change and their knowledge gaps.

An MI session commonly includes the following four segments, known as “processes”: engage, focus, evoke, and plan. The session begins with the RD engaging the client in a conversation. From there, the practitioner invites the client to focus on a specific behavior change topic, asks specific questions to evoke motivation, and then, if the client is ready, a plan can be formulated, which typically includes some type of behavior change goal. Sessions don’t always move sequentially, nor do they need to. However, knowledge of these processes can provide framing, structure, and direction to support the client in discussing behavior change.
MI was developed in response to widespread ambivalence to change. Client motivation and readiness to change varies greatly in every setting of dietetics. Even if clients schedule appointments without coercion from a physician, they may still be hesitant to make a change. Clients often fantasize about positive outcomes associated with behavior change such as lower cholesterol, blood pressure, and blood sugar or improved energy but find making the changes necessary to achieve these outcomes to be overwhelming. An RD skilled in MI can assist clients in breaking the behavior change process into smaller, more manageable pieces.

Throughout MI sessions, counselors direct clients to examine and resolve ambivalence, while inviting them to decide how they will move forward.

The Spirit of MI
The “spirit of MI” is a phrase used to describe the counselor’s disposition. In general, the spirit of MI refers to the practitioner’s attempt to create a collaborative partnership while expressing empathy, compassion, and respect for clients and their situations. The counselor invites clients to share personal interests and motivations for making behavior changes and elicits their ideas for how they might go about making the change. As Miller and Rollnick discovered early in their work, when clients voice personal internal motivations, they are more likely to move toward change than when they are given lists of reasons they should change.

The spirit of MI encompasses the following four key counseling characteristics: partnership, acceptance, compassion, and evocation.

Partnership
In MI, the RD seeks to determine what might work best for the client. Instead of telling clients what to do or not do, the practitioner asks clients what changes they are interested in making and what ideas they have for how they might go about making those changes. If their clients get stuck, RDs are prepared to provide ideas, but they maintain and communicate the belief that their role is to provide support and that clients know the behavior change strategies that will work best for them.

Acceptance
By demonstrating complete acceptance of the client and where the client is in the behavior change process, the RD sets aside judgments or preconceived notions. The RD uses verbal and nonverbal cues to express empathy and to support the client by affirming positive traits. The practitioner also supports client autonomy instead of attempting to exert control and make the client take action. Overall, the RD’s aim is to demonstrate the worth and potential of every client encountered.

Compassion
As a member of a helping profession, an RD practicing MI makes a commitment to pursue the clients’ welfare and best interests instead of focusing on self-gain. This is expressed through being authentic and expressing empathy and support.
**Evocation**
A key objective of MI is to elicit language from the client demonstrating a positive attitude toward changing a behavior and to emphasize such client statements through paraphrasing or reflective listening responses.

**The Four Processes**
The four processes (engage, focus, evoke, and plan) represent the different types of conversations an RD is likely to have during an MI session. Initial contact with the client begins the engaging process. The client-counselor relationship begins to form during initial contact, whether the RD walks into the patient’s hospital room or meets the client in a clinic lobby. The engaging process encompasses the verbal and nonverbal communication used to build a connection between client and RD. The RD asks or confirms the reason for the visit and aims to fully understand the client’s situation. In keeping with the nutrition care process, if the RD prefers to conduct an oral assessment to find out more about a client’s eating habits, activity patterns, medications, labs, and health history, it is best to do so after the initial engaging process.

Once the RD has built rapport and has a good idea of what the client is hoping to gain from the session, the conversation often shifts to the second process, which is focusing on one specific topic or behavior change (such as adding more fruits and vegetables to the client’s diet). Sometimes the client has a specific behavior change in mind before arriving at the RD’s office; other times the RD may present a menu of topics or behavior change ideas and invite the client to select one that feels doable.

The evoking process involves asking questions designed to elicit the client’s desire, ability, and reasons for attempting a behavior change. This is known as “change talk.” Once clients express a significant amount of change talk and seem generally ready to attempt a behavior change, the client and RD can collaborate to create an implementation plan.

During the planning process, the RD typically invites the client to come up with a specific behavior change goal (such as adding a salad to dinner three nights a week) and then the RD asks the client what he or she might need to be successful in reaching the goal. For example, the client may need assistance with meal planning, recipe ideas, or tips for storing fruits and vegetables. These topics can be discussed as needed to support the client's attempt to change behavior.

While engaging clients in a conversation and building rapport is the first process in an MI session, the remaining three processes don’t necessarily fall in the order presented. It’s important to remain flexible and open to clients’ needs. For example, at any point a client may decide he or she no longer wants to work on eating more fruits and vegetables and instead wants to talk about physical activity. In another appointment, the RD may be in the evoking process and discover that the client isn’t ready for change yet, so the conversation never reaches the planning process. MI is a bit of a dance; the RD is providing some direction, while at the same time staying open to the client’s wants and needs.

The following are a few strategies for each of the four processes.
**Engage**
When engaging clients, provide a warm, friendly greeting. Let clients know how much time you have to talk and ask open-ended questions to find out what they hope to gain from the sessions. The rapport-building process often begins with the initial handshake and continues as you attempt to understand the client’s health concerns and purpose for the session. However, the engaging process never really stops. It’s important to maintain that connection with the client throughout the session.

**Focus**
Once you establish a relationship with your client, you can invite him or her to consider a specific topic. You can simply ask a specific question (such as, “What are you interested in talking about today?”) or offer a variety of behavior change ideas and see if the client is interested in choosing one to discuss further, as in the following scenario:

**RD:** Given your recent diagnosis of diabetes, is there a specific change you’ve already thought about making?
**Client:** No. It’s all very overwhelming, and I don’t even know where to start.
**RD:** Would you be interested in hearing some changes that other clients of mine with diabetes have made?
**Client:** Yes, that might be helpful.
**RD:** Some like to take a look at planning more meals and snacks throughout the day to keep their blood sugars consistent. Others like to brainstorm ways to add more fiber and protein to their diets, which might also help. Another idea is to discuss ways to be more physically active. Which of these topics, if any, would you like to focus on today?

**Evoke**
Clients may not be ready to make a change right away. Therefore, it’s important to take time to find out more about their thoughts and feelings about change. During the evoking process, use open-ended questions aimed at promoting change talk. Find out why they want to make the change and have them voice the benefits that are most important to them. Invite them to imagine how their lives might improve if they were to make the proposed changes. The more change talk the client speaks during the session, the more likely the client will be to make the change.22

**Plan**
Once clients seem to be committed to attempting a behavior change, guide them in developing a plan for implementation that works with their lifestyle. It’s important that the client leads this process. You can ask questions such as, “How do you think you’ll go about making that change?” You also can provide suggestions if the client runs out of ideas. The key is to allow clients to choose behavior change strategies and set their own behavior change goals. When the goal-setting process is client-led, clients will feel empowered to follow through.

**The OARS**
RDs guide clients through the four processes using a strategic mix of open-ended questions, affirmations, reflections, and summaries (OARS), also known as the “microskills of MI.”
**Open-Ended Questions**

To encourage the client to share all information that may be helpful, open-ended questions are preferred over closed-ended questions. The practitioner uses these questions to find out more about their clients' experiences while at the same time interspersing strategic evoking questions throughout the sessions so clients can express why making the changes might be beneficial. A closed-ended question, such as “Do you want to make this change?,” would elicit only a yes-or-no response, but an open-ended question, such as “How would making this change make your life better?,” invites the client to respond with specific reasons for how making the change would be beneficial.

**Affirmations**

In MI, it's important to listen for expressions of clients' character strengths and mention these throughout the session. An example of an affirmation a practitioner might provide is, “You're very committed to raising a healthy family,” or “You have a lot of perseverance.” Affirmations, made intermittently throughout sessions, support the client-practitioner relationship and enhance client confidence in behavior change.

**Reflections**

Reflections are paraphrases of what the client is saying that often go beyond mirroring their words to reflect underlying meaning. For example, if a client says, “I felt so bad this morning. I wished I hadn’t eaten out last night,” the RD might say, “You’ve found that when you eat lighter meals, you experience less guilt and feel better in the morning.” In this reflection, the RD takes a guess at some of the feelings the client is experiencing. A general rule of thumb is to aim to provide two reflections for every question you ask the client. Therefore, in MI, reflective listening statements follow most client responses, making reflections the most frequently used microskill. Some reflections are very short and are similar to what the client says, while others might be lengthier or more complex, taking a guess at underlying meanings behind the client’s spoken words.

**Summaries**

Summaries are extended reflections offered now and then throughout the session to piece together different statements the client has made. A practitioner might say, for example, “Overall, you sound very committed. You came to this session because your doctor insisted you meet with a dietitian. Now that you’ve shared the many ways your life and health might improve if you were to make some changes to the foods you eat, it sounds as if you’re interested in exploring some new cooking techniques at home. You mentioned that because you’re a busy working mother, you could only successfully make a change if it doesn’t take any more of your time.” In a few sentences, the RD summarized some key pieces of the session so far. Doing so demonstrates active listening while allowing for transitions to new topics, as needed.

**Evoking and Reflecting Change Talk**

Clients do most of the talking during MI sessions. The word “interviewing” in the context of MI indicates the importance of asking open-ended questions and eliciting clients’ thoughts and feelings about change throughout the sessions. Clients say many things during a session, everything from why they came to the appointment to how they feel about their mother's
cooking, but their most important statements are those that express an interest in making behavior changes (change talk). When counselors remain adherent to MI techniques, client change talk increases, as does the likelihood of client behavior change. Therefore, evoking and reflecting change talk is the heart of MI.

The following are examples of change talk:

• “My mother has diabetes and it’s hard for me to even watch her check her blood sugars in the morning without getting squeamish. I really don’t want to follow in her footsteps.”
• “About 1 o’clock every day I feel like I have to take a nap. I’m tired of feeling this way and don’t want to rely on energy drinks to get me through.”
• “I’ve been letting my son watch way too much TV lately. I need to get him outside and playing more with friends in the neighborhood.”

At times, clients also express disinterest in making behavior changes, which is called “sustain talk.”

The following are examples of sustain talk:

• “I tried to stop using the salt shaker, but it was just too hard. My food tasted awful, so that didn’t last very long.”
• “I’ve been really busy lately, so it’s hard to imagine having any time for cooking.”
• “I know I don’t have the perfect diet, but it’s better than most people I know. It’s good enough.”

Most clients are ambivalent about change. On one hand, they have a true desire to make changes that support health and well-being, and on the other hand, there are very good reasons why they haven’t yet made the necessary changes. These might be matters of habit, convenience, taste preferences, or emotional needs. Before guiding clients to devise helpful strategies (whether those are making fruit smoothies, switching from hamburgers to veggie burgers, eating more fish, or walking the dog), it’s important to evoke change talk. Hold your nutrition and fitness tips for the end of sessions after clients have expressed interest in attempting a change and personal reasons for doing so. The more change talk clients express during sessions, the more likely they will follow through with making changes.

The spirit of MI, the four processes, and the OARS work in concert to draw out and emphasize clients’ desires, needs, and abilities, as well as their motivations for positive behavior change. As a practitioner, the questions you ask, the reflections you provide, and the processes you use are dictated by your clients’ expressions of change talk. MI practitioners become attuned to change talk and take every opportunity to reflect it back so that their clients hear it, too. If change talk is intermittent or sporadic, clients may not be ready to make a change plan. However, if clients list many reasons why a change might do them good and have ideas about how they can make the change work, it may be time to invite them to set specific goals to test the waters of new behaviors.
In MI, practitioners attempt to evoke change talk from clients by asking strategic open-ended questions such as the following:

- “What do you dislike about the way things are now?”
- “What concerns you most about your recent diagnosis?”
- “In what ways would making this change make your life better?”
- “How interested are you in making this change on a scale from zero to 10, with zero being ‘not at all interested,’ and 10 being ‘very interested?’ Tell me more about why you didn’t choose a lower number.”

In response to such questions, clients will likely respond with change talk. The key is for practitioners to listen for change talk, and in response provide reflections and summaries that emphasize change talk.

Consider the three client statements described previously. Each of the following includes some change talk and some sustain talk, as indicated below:

- “I know I need to get my blood pressure down. I don’t want to end up on dialysis like my dad [change talk]. But I just love my fast food [sustain talk].”
- “I don’t mind the taste of fruits and vegetables [change talk], it’s just hard to remember to buy them and then eat them before they go bad [sustain talk].”
- “I used to enjoy walking [change talk], but somehow I just got out of the habit when the weather changed [sustain talk].”

To highlight the change talk, provide responses that emphasize it. Do this by either reflecting just the change talk or by mentioning both the sustain and change talk, if both are expressed. If you choose the latter, reflect first on the sustain talk, then on the change talk. When you end your sentences with the change talk, clients are more likely to express further change talk than they would if you ended with the sustain talk.¹

The following are several possible practitioner responses to the clients’ statements above, each of which emphasize the change talk:

“I know I need to get my blood pressure down. I don’t want to end up on dialysis like my dad [change talk]. But I just love my fast food [sustain talk].
- “You saw the hard road your dad was on and you don’t want to follow in his footsteps [reflects change talk only].”
- “You like the taste of fast food but you don’t like what it does to your body [reflects sustain talk followed by change talk].”
- “You’d like to find foods that taste good and also lower your blood pressure [reframes sustain talk into change talk].”

“I don’t mind the taste of fruits and vegetables [change talk], it’s just hard to remember to buy them and then eat them before they go bad [sustain talk].”
- “You enjoy fruits and vegetables [reflects change talk only].”
• “You see fruits and vegetables as an important step to improving your health [reflects change talk only].”
• “You’d like to figure out a way to conveniently weave more fruits and vegetables into your meals and snacks [reframes sustain talk into change talk].”

“I used to enjoy walking [change talk], but somehow I just got out of the habit when the weather changed [sustain talk].”
• “When the weather is comfortable, you enjoy walking [reflects sustain talk followed by change talk].”
• “You’d like to find an activity you enjoy on days when the weather is lousy [reframes sustain talk into change talk].”
• “Walking is something that’s fun and makes you feel good [reflects change talk only].”

Clearly, there’s more than one way to reflect and emphasize change talk.

At times, rather than using the clients’ words, it may be helpful to anticipate change talk that is implied but not expressed directly. These types of reflections help move the client forward, enhance motivation, and often elicit more change talk.

Another type of client language that may emerge is discord—expressions of anger or hostility toward the practitioner. Clients may be angry or agitated before even meeting their practitioner or may react to something said by their practitioner. The best way to respond is to use reflective listening and emphasize client autonomy, as in this example:

Client: Are you just going to tell me to stop eating rice, like my last dietitian?
Practitioner: You didn’t like being told what to do and this time you’d really like to have a say in the changes that work best for you.
Rationale: With this response, the practitioner affirms the client’s autonomy while validating the discomfort that arose from the previous counseling experience.

Consider these three examples of reflective listening that emphasize change talk while staying true to the spirit of MI.

Example 1
Client: Whatever you do, don’t take away my soda. It’s the last vice I have left!
Practitioner: You’ve already made a lot of positive changes that support your health and from here on out you’d like to have a say in the changes you make.
Rationale: This response affirms the client regarding previous positive behavior changes while also expressing client autonomy in moving forward.

Example 2
Client: The salted crackers taste a lot better than the unsalted crackers, but I don’t like the way I swell up when I eat them.
Practitioner: You notice certain foods make you feel better than others.
Rationale: This response emphasizes the change talk without repeating exactly what the client is saying.
Example 3

Client: I’ve got to do something. I don’t like the way I look. I don’t feel good about myself.

Practitioner: You want to find positive self-care strategies that make you feel better in your skin.

Rationale: The practitioner reflects what the client is saying while also directing him or her toward developing a healthy body image and sustainable changes instead of extreme weight loss measures.

Strategies for Getting Started

Becoming proficient in MI requires extensive training and practice. While the concept of following the client’s lead may sound fairly simple, it may not be as easy as it sounds. The following are a few steps to start making your nutrition counseling sessions more MI adherent.

Step 1: Reflect Consistently

One way to begin enhancing your MI skills is to be more consistent with reflective listening. This may be challenging at first. Begin by providing some type of reflection almost every time the client speaks. It’s not necessary to reflect complete client statements each time the client speaks. Sometimes short pieces of what the client says or implies are all you need to demonstrate you’re listening and trying to understand. As you get more comfortable incorporating reflective listening, try specifically reflecting the change talk you hear.

Step 2: Evoke Change Talk

Once you become more comfortable with reflective listening, the next step might be to try asking more questions that evoke change talk. Try setting a small goal for yourself, such as asking the client three questions that evoke change talk before inviting the client to discuss specific behavior change strategies.

Step 3: Ask Permission

One way to express partnership and autonomy is to ask for clients’ permission before providing suggestions. By simply adding this important question to your conversations about change—"Would you be interested in hearing some ideas?"—you can shift the dynamic of the relationship into a partnership and make clients feel respected.

Step 4: Start With the Client

Before providing suggestions for snacks, meals, and physical activity, determine your clients’ ideas. If they don’t have any ideas, ask permission to provide some. Instead of saying, “Try this three days a week,” invite clients to set their own goals by asking, “How many days a week would it be feasible to try this new change?” Clients may also bring up barriers to making changes. Instead of offering suggestions to overcome these barriers, ask clients if they have ideas.

Step 5: Assess Client Confidence

Before the end of your sessions, it’s useful to use a confidence ruler (also known as a scaling question) to find out how clients feel about the change. Try ending sessions with a question such as, “How confident are you that you can walk your dog three days a week on a scale from zero to 10, with zero being ‘not at all confident,’ and 10 being ‘very confident?’” Once clients
mention a number, invite them to share why they selected that number and troubleshoot any potential barriers to change.

Conclusion
Whether you have long outpatient counseling sessions or brief inpatient interactions, MI skills can be incorporated into any conversation. Some interactions are so brief that you may not have time to cover the four processes of MI. However, simply using reflective listening and letting clients come up with their own goals can go a long way toward enhancing outcomes.

—Dawn Clifford, PhD, RD, is an associate professor at California State University, Chico, in the areas of nutrition counseling and education, and author of Motivational Interviewing in Nutrition and Fitness.

Additional Resources
- Motivational Interviewing: www.motivationalinterviewing.org
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Quiz

1. Which of the following is one of the four processes of a motivational interviewing (MI) session?
   A. Elicit
   B. Partner
   C. Evoke
   D. Assess

2. Which of the following is most strongly associated with client behavior change?
   A. Change talk from the client
   B. Compliments from the client
   C. Reflective listening from the RD
   D. Open-ended questions from the RD

3. “When my boyfriend broke up with me last week, I sat around and ate a bunch of ice cream. It honestly seemed to help.” This client statement is an example of which of the following?
   A. Change talk
   B. Sustain talk
   C. Discord
   D. Empathy

4. “My doctor told me I have high cholesterol. It sort of freaked me out because my uncle just had triple bypass surgery last spring.” This client statement is an example of which of the following?
   A. Change talk
   B. Sustain talk
   C. Discord
   D. Apathy

5. “You’ve endured a lot of hardship, and as a result, you’re stronger and more determined.” This practitioner response is an example of which of the following?
   A. An open-ended question
   B. An affirmation
   C. A reflection
   D. A summary

6. Which of the following is true regarding MI research?
   A. Very little research has been conducted to assess the efficacy of MI.
   B. MI has been tested only in addiction counseling.
   C. Most researchers have found improved patient outcomes as a result of MI interventions.
   D. MI training research is very limited and has been assessed only on medical students.
7. Which of the following would be the most MI-adherent way to respond to this client statement? “I’ve been drinking too much coffee lately. And not just black coffee; I order those yummy ones with sweeteners and flavorings. It’s an expensive habit and while it’s keeping me awake in class, it can’t be good for my health.”
A. “Yes, you really shouldn’t have too many of those.”
B. “Why not just order the black coffee and throw in your own milk and low-calorie sweeteners?”
C. “You’d like to find healthier and cheaper ways to stay alert in the morning.”
D. “Yes, those drinks are really popular right now.”

8. Which of the following counseling characteristics is considered part of the spirit of MI?
A. Acceptance
B. Alignment
C. Assessment
D. Agreement

9. Which of the following is an open-ended question that is useful in evoking change talk?
A. “How are you today?”
B. “What would you like to talk about today?”
C. “How often do you do that?”
D. “How would making this change make your life better?”

10. What’s the best way to respond to change talk?
A. Ignore it.
B. Reflect the change talk you hear.
C. Cheer your client on.
D. Talk about ways you’ve been successful making changes.